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Sort: Top

[–]  AndrewBlazeIt  39 points (+39|-0 ) 3.2 hours ago 

Somewhere around the third glass of wine the dude should've
gone to the bathroom and never come back.
permalink

[–]  Reddit_traitor  30 points (+30|-0 ) 3.2 hours ago 

there was a guy in L.A. doing that not to long ago.
he would hook up with tinder chicks and tell them he take
them out to a fancy place after eating he would "go the
restroom" but never comeback...
permalink    parent

[–]  BB-3  4 points (+4|-0 ) 2.3 hours ago 

Didn't he get in some legal trouble because he did it too
many times and his real identity got found out, and then got
sued or something?
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  freedumbz  3 points (+3|-0 ) 2.3 hours ago 

Wasn't that catfish man?
permalink    parent

[–]  Reddit_traitor  16 points (+16|-0 ) 3.1 hours ago 

https://archive.is/QBDc9 here is the story.
permalink    parent

[–]  aria_taint  10 points (+10|-0 ) 2 hours ago 

How many times do women pull this and that's deemed
perfectly acceptable?! This guy does it and poor victim fatty
pig and now the cops are involved? This dude's a hero and
I hope he keeps it up!
permalink    parent
3 replies

[–]  jacksgrin  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.6 hours ago 

Ahhh the old "speedy gonzales"
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permalink    parent

[–]  lexsird  1 points (+3|-2 ) 2.2 hours ago 

hahaha...look at that fat bitch he did it too.
permalink    parent

[–]  ForTheUltimate  0 points (+0|-0 ) 41 minutes ago 

It's not just dates with women. He fled a hairdresser without
paying for the service!
permalink    parent

[–]  Tevelyn  2 points (+2|-0 ) 1.8 hours ago 

naw, then you don't get to look her in the eye when you ask
the waiter to split the check
permalink    parent

[+]  CheeseboogersGhost  -5 points 2.4 hours ago   (show)

[–]  Belisarius505  26 points (+26|-0 ) 2.7 hours ago 

I know her but she's now 35, single, wants kids, and wonders
"where have all the good men gone?"
That's your future lady.
permalink

[–]  TheSeer  6 points (+6|-0 ) 2.2 hours ago 

1 drink in: "I'm a strong independent woman, and I don't need
no man!" 4 drinks later: "Where have all the good men gone?"
permalink    parent

[–]  Gargilius  1 points (+1|-0 ) 55 minutes ago 

Funny you should mention that, thought that was familiar -
definitly know at least one woman like that - but the
Washington DC address on the receipt kinda rules it out ; I
know people travel but it’s more likely that this is a very
common type...
permalink    parent

[–]  Belisarius505  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1 microcentury ago 

Yeah, I don't actually know this woman, just the type...
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permalink    parent

[–]  goalltheway  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.2 hours ago 

Not really, this is a feel good story for betas.
If she's half good looking, doesn't get fat she will have a line of
men willing to pay for her dinners and marry her. She will not
be happy with them, but she will take their half.
permalink    parent

[–]  Funkypurplekitty  14 points (+16|-2 ) 2.7 hours ago 

Never spend that much on a women unless you have a
commitment, actually that much on a meal is a waste of money, if
you're in a committed relationship there is much better things to
spend your money on.
permalink

[–]  mostlyfriendly  5 points (+5|-0 ) 2 hours ago  (edited 1.1 hours ago)

Meh. Some people (a) have more money than they know what
to do with, and (b) like nice overpriced drinks.
I know a few people who wouldn't think twice about spending
$400 on an evening of drinking - with or without a date.
Besides, it's hard to judge from the one side of the
conversation.
For all we know: he decided she was a nasty slut that he
didn't want to touch, and he walked away after a nice evening
with a bit of good conversation, some excellent drinks, and
disease free. It was a 'win' in his mind.
My guess: she was smoothly rejected and isn't able to
honestly process how anyone could reject her. This post is
just the tail-end of some serious cognitive dissonance where
she is trying to rationalize why some rich dude wouldn't want
to touch her. Clearly (in her mind) she must have rejected him.
permalink    parent

[–]  6cd6beb  4 points (+4|-0 ) 1.4 hours ago 

cognitive dissidence

dissonance.
permalink    parent
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2 replies

[–]  ScreaminMime  2 points (+2|-0 ) 1.9 hours ago 

More likely he pumped it a few times, dumped it and she
dug this old receipt out as a social payback.
permalink    parent

[–]  fartyshorts  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.1 hours ago 

I'd NEVER spend that much on a meal. I'd cook it myself for a
couple of bucks and she'd get wet as shit when she tasted my
noodle. s.
permalink    parent

[–]  maddog2020  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.9 hours ago 

Agreed, I take the same approach to business too. Fuck plate
lickers.
permalink    parent

[–]  goatsandbros  5 points (+5|-0 ) 1.9 hours ago  (edited 1.9 hours ago)

She actually did him a favor: the rest of his life, he saves not only
many more huge bills with nothing to show in return, but also
doesn't have to pay for someone else's kids to be raised and
educated.
Hopefully he's not a beta fag, otherwise he probably won't enjoy
many savings, in the end.
permalink

[–]  bitbug  5 points (+5|-0 ) 2 hours ago 

Deserves it. Consider it an idiot tax.
permalink

[–]  MrKequc  3 points (+3|-0 ) 2 hours ago 

At least she's honest.
permalink

[–]  Urist_Joyce  3 points (+3|-0 ) 2.7 hours ago 

Yeah, dreams... Like nightmares
permalink
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[–]  GuyIDisagreeWith  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2 hours ago 

Let's hope he's not susceptible to the Sunk Cost Fallacy.
permalink

[–]  AOU  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.1 hours ago 

Pig fucker got owned.
permalink

[–]  performance  1 points (+1|-0 ) 44 minutes ago  (edited 43 minutes ago)

What kind of pussy takes a woman to dinner before having
banged her? This is grade school level dating.
Drinks first as a general rule. If not: go for a walk, hike, museum,
something interactive that gives you stuff to talk about. And
never a movie. Ever. Maybe 6 months into your committed
relationship lol.
permalink

[–]  NotHereForPizza  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3.2 minutes ago 

I would never be mad after seeing something like this, only
happy that I now know what to avoid.
permalink

[–]  Trpsubmitter  0 points (+0|-0 ) 7 minutes ago 

I'm usually just upfront and tell them I'm not paying
permalink

[–]  weezkitty  0 points (+0|-0 ) 7 minutes ago 

If you're not in a relationship and go out with someone, split the
bill. It's the only way to avoid being used by worthless cunts
permalink

[–]  Trpsubmitter  0 points (+0|-0 ) 9 minutes ago 

test
permalink

[–]  ideteststicks  0 points (+0|-0 ) 42 minutes ago 

$400 dollar tab and she's laughing about it, the jokes on that
cunt. If he can afford $400 bucks on some slag he can afford
McDonalds on some lovey girl that isn't a cock sucking whore.
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permalink

[–]  ForTheUltimate  0 points (+0|-0 ) 45 minutes ago 

When you fuck her but she gets culturally enriched for it and you
just walk away.
permalink

[–]  alalzia  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.3 hours ago 

I have ATM hookers for 1/3 of the price .
permalink

[–]  lexsird  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.1 hours ago 

It must suck bad to be an ugly guy who can't get a woman to
either cook for you or buy you dinner. I used to have this
very record HookTube  as a kid and it's become my theme music for
this sort of thing.
permalink

[–]  Anson  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 50 minutes ago 

You see betas, it's your fault women are able to get away with
this. You're letting them
@alopix
permalink

[–]  CheeseboogersGhost  -1 points (+2|-3 ) 2.4 hours ago 

annnd this is how bitches get raped
permalink

[–]  OpenBorders4Israel  -3 points (+4|-7 ) 2.6 hours ago 

This is where rape is acceptable.
permalink
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